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Press Note
The Department of law, School of Legal Studies, Central University of Kashmir, in its endeavor
to continue the series of special lecture by different eminent personalities organized an
interactive motivational lecture at Moot Court Hall of School of Legal Studies. Today
Department of Law, SLS observed the ‘World Day for International Justice’ with the
collaboration of District Legal Service Authorities Ganderbal. The Guest speaker of the day was
Adv. Mr. Zulfikar Aalam, Penal Lawyer, District Legal Services Authorities Ganderbal. The
event commenced in the department of Law at 11:00 AM dated 19-07-2022. Dr. Rehana Shawl,
Assistant Professor, Department of Law, flagged off the inaugural session. Prof. Farooq
Ahmad Mir, Dean SLS, presented a formal welcome address to the gathering. Prof. Mir
highlighted the different issues relating to social justice and encouraged the students to be part of
free legal services. Prof. Farooq Ahmad Shah, Vice Chancellor, Central University of
Kashmir, on the occasion congratulated and appreciated the efforts put in by the Department of
Law SLS for frequently conducting such programmes which concern the students. Prof. Mohd.
Afzal Zargar, worthy Registrar Central University of Kashmir, highlighted the various issues
and laid emphasis on the principle ‘Justice delayed is Justice denied’. Dr. Mudasir Bhatt,
Assistant Professor, Department of Law, inaugurated the second session of the programme.
Mr. Bilal Ahmad Ganie, Coordinator, Department of Law CUK, proposed vote of thanks for
the first inaugural session of the programme. Adv. Mr. Zulfikar Aalam, special guest of the
day, on the occasion highlighted the problems with regard to international justice and discussed
preventions and precautions relating women harassment at workplace, schools, hospitals
colleges, and child labour, and also rights of SC/ST, etc. He also interacted with some students of
the department of law in the concluding part of the session. Many students namely Mr. Amjed
Ashraf Malla, Mr. Adam Iqbal, Mr. Nazakat Ali, Ms. Anam Shabir, Ms. Dua Zehra of the
department of law SLS CUK, spoke on different issues relating to ‘World Day for International
Justice’. Dr Sunder Singh Assistant Professor, Department of Law, presented a vote of thanks
to the guest speaker for sparing time and interacting with the students of the department.
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